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Abstract
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is one of the few major causes
of death whose prevalence is continuing to rise in the world. Pulmonary
rehabilitation (PR), as a component of the treatment protocol, should be
considered for all patients with chronic respiratory disease who have persistent
symptoms. The purpose of the study was to investigate PR in patients with
COPD, following six questions including comprehensive definition, nature's
mechanism, commencing indication, advantages and disadvantages,
comprehensive dimensions, and the cornerstone dimension of PR. The
University of York Center for Reviewers and Dissemination Guidance
approach was used for searching seven databases (Science Direct, Ovid,
Cochrane, Ebsco Host, Scopus, Pub Med, and SID) with nineteen keywords
and different combinations of aforesaid nineteen keywords from the year 1985
to the January 2015. Thirty full texts met the inclusion criteria and were
analyzed for responding to the six research questions. The results showed that
PR consists of exercise training, education, nutritional intervention, support in
self-management behaviors, and psychosocial support. The extensive review of
the literature indicated exercise training is the cornerstone of PR, but the study
also corroborated that psychological aspect of the patients with COPD is the
most important and the first dimension in PR. Furthermore, before the
commencing any education, the patients with COPD in any stages, must have
an effective and useful psychological support for ameliorating and improving
the applicability of the PR.
Keywords: Pulmonary rehabilitation, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease,
Exploratory Review

1. Introduction
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is, a
progressive disorder that often leads to respiratory failure,
the most common cause of respiratory failure (1, 2).
COPD is a growing public health problem both in
developed and developing countries (3), is one of the few
major causes of death whose prevalence is continuously
rising in the world (4) which can occur on exertion or, in
some individuals, at rest (5). It is currently the fourth
leading cause of death in the world, and it is the only one
of the top-ten chronic diseases still with a rising mortality
in patients with COPD (3). These patients exert great strain
on health care budgets and are frequent consumers of
health care resources (6). From forty percent to fifty
percent of patients with COPD discharged from hospitals
are readmitted during the subsequent year and also
seventeen percent of patients discharged from emergency
departments require hospitalization (3, 4). The major cause
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of hospitalization in COPD patients is acute exacerbation
and, despite optimal pharmacologic therapy, these patients
often have symptoms that limit normal physical activities
and impair their quality of life (3, 4, 6). In this regard,
Pulmonary rehabilitation (PR), as a component of the
treatment protocol, should be considered for all patients
with chronic respiratory disease who have persistent
symptoms, have limited activity, or are unable to adjust to
illness despite optimal medical management (3). PR has
become an established part of the management of COPD
and partially restores function (7). However, the
implementation of PR remains a challenge, and one
potential reason is the limited availability of studies
concluding an improvement in health care resources (3).
The in-depth experiences of the researchers demonstrated
that from several parts of PR, psychological support is the
most important components of PR; although it is opposite
with other related researches (8-13). Furthermore, the
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purpose of the study was to investigate PR in the patients
with COPD. The study questions were:
1. What is the comprehensive definition of PR?
2. What is the mechanism of PR?
3. What is the commencing indication of PR?
4. What are the advantages and disadvantages of PR?
5. What are the comprehensive dimensions of PR?
6. What is the cornerstone dimension of the PR?

2. Methods
For conducting the exploratory review study, the
University of York Center for Reviewers and Dissemination
Guidance approach was used as research framework (14,
15). This approach has seven steps. The steps are included
as the following:
First step: Research question formulation
The research questions of the study were six questions
including 1. What is the comprehensive definition of PR?
2. What is PR nature's mechanism? 3. What is the
commencing indication of PR? 4. What are the advantages
and disadvantages of PR? 5. What are the comprehensive
dimensions of PR? and 6. What is the cornerstone
dimension of the PR? The purpose of the exploratory
review study was to investigate PR in the patients with
COPD that conducted from the year 1985 to the 2015.
Second step: Defining search strategy
An extensive breadth of the available and existing
databases were used including Science Direct, Ovid,
Cochrane, Ebsco, Scopus, Pub Med, and Scientific
Information Database (SID) with searching keywords such
as "rehabilitation", "rehabilitation aspects", rehabilitation
therapy",
"rehabilitation
program",
"rehabilitation
medical", "chronic disease of respiratory system", "chronic
respiratory system disease", pulmonary rehabilitation",
"lung rehabilitation", "rehabilitation lung", "rehabilitation
pulmonary", "pulmonary rehabilitation", "respiratory
rehabilitation", "chronic respiratory disease", "chronic
respiratory failure", "chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease", "chronic obstructive lung disease", "COPD",
"COLD", and different combinations of aforesaid words.
For finding more related articles, the references of the
searched articles were comprehensively investigated.
Keywords in the selected databases utilized in title,
abstract and keywords domains. It should be noted that
some databases have overlapping from citing article views
and some articles are cited in several databases. Reference
manager software (Endnote version 7) was used to prevent
re-entry of retrieved articles.
Third step: Setting the inclusion and exclusion criteria
The inclusion criteria for including the article were:
literature from 1985 to January 2015; literature in English
and Persian languages; having electronic published
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research articles in formal peer-reviewed scientific
journals; congruency between topics and the study
questions and purpose; application of the different aspects
of PR in patients with COPD; and originality of the paper.
According to the third step, 33854 articles were found
including 677 articles in Science Direct, 30927 articles in
Ovid, 76 articles in Cochrane, 659 articles in Ebsco host,
15 articles in Scopus, 1424 articles in Pub Med, and 76
articles in SID. Based on the inclusion criteria, 195
English articles were retained.
Fourth step: Designing quality investigation checklist
A checklist was designed according to the inclusion
criteria and the articles were assessed accordingly.
Fifth step: Usage of the checklist
The articles were investigated according to the full text.
After quality checks of the articles, only 30 articles were
retained.
Sixth step: Deriving the question's responses
Based on the six questions, the responses were extracted
from the retained articles in the review process.
Seventh step: Combination of the derived information
Combination of the derived information in the point of
the study questions and purpose were done in this step.
Figure 1 demonstrates the flow diagram of article
selection.

Figure 1. Flow Diagram of article selection

3. Results
From 33854 articles in the first step, the only 30 articles
remained in the last step. The core concepts in PR scope
were related to the definition, mechanism, benefits and
non-benefits effects, commencing indications, PR
dimensions and related discussion about the PR
dimensions. In the following, the question's responses
explained, respectively.
First question: Comprehensive definition of PR
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Several definitions are cited in the related articles, but
the comprehensive definition had two parts that are
“evidence-based, multidisciplinary and comprehensive
intervention for patients with chronic respiratory disease
who are symptomatic and often have decreased daily life
activities” (16-18) and “PR integrated into the
individualized treatment of the patient". Its goals are to
reduce symptoms including breathlessness, optimize
functional status, improve participation in everyday
activities (19) and reduce healthcare costs through
stabilizing or reversing systemic manifestations of the
disease (10, 11).
Second question: PR nature's mechanism
There is an interesting fact for the rationale of PR. The
fact is, PR has virtually no direct effect on pulmonary
physiology or function. It does indirectly reduce dynamic
hyperinflation in COPD by reducing ventilatory
requirements for exercise, thereby permitting breathing at
a slower rate and allowing the patient to exhale more
completely. Despite the non-effect on lung function, PR
does lead to substantial improvement in dyspnea, exercise
performance, functional status, healthcare utilization, and
health-related quality of life (13, 20). In fact, the positive
signal in these areas often substantially exceeds that of
pharmacologic therapy. This apparent paradox is explained
by the fact that much of the morbidity of COPD stems
from its systemic effects (13).
Third question: The commencing indications
According to the American Thoracic Society/European
Respiratory Society (ATS/ERS) standards for the
Diagnosis and Management of the Patients with COPD
and the Global Initiative for Obstructive Lung Disease
(GOLD) Guidelines, commencement of PR can be
considered with disease of moderate severity (21-23). The
classification of the GOLD Criteria is presented in table 1
(24).
Fourth question: Advantages and disadvantages of PR
Although effects of PR have been recognized in patient
groups, responses of individual patients to this intervention
are highly variable (7, 13). PR has been shown to be
effective in improving health status and exercise capacity
in patients with COPD (25). Associated co-morbidities of
COPD that may be reversible with therapy including PR
are reduced activity levels, physical de-conditioning
following the adoption of a sedentary lifestyle, peripheral
muscle defects in oxidative enzymes, muscle fiber,
reductions in peripheral muscle mass, improper pacing
during exercise, fear of dyspnea-producing activities, low
self-confidence in walking ability, poor coping skills, and
lacking collaborative disease management skills (13, 19,
24, 26-28).
Regarding to the disadvantages, the extensive review of
the literature explains that PR has no disadvantages and
232

non-benefits effects. Despite the fact that PR is an
effective option for those with moderate or severe disease,
it may not be indicated for the specific patient,
geographically available, desired by the patient, or covered
by the insurance company (13).
Fifth question: Comprehensive dimensions of PR
The domains of PR are so wide and extensive because
PR includes the rehabilitation of not only patients with
respiratory failure in need of ventilatory support but also
patients with primary pulmonary disease. PR consists of
exercise training, education, nutritional intervention,
support in self-management behaviors, and psychosocial
support. The domains are explained fully in the Discussion
section.
Sixth question: The cornerstone dimension of PR
The researches' experiences indicated that the
psychological aspects and dimensions of PR are the
cornerstone and most important part of the PR program.
Furthermore, before commencing any education, patients
with COPD in any stages must have an effective and
useful psychological support for ameliorating and
improving the applicability of the PR.

4. Discussion
The purpose of the study was to investigate the PR
concept in the patients with COPD with six questions
including comprehensive PR definition, nature's
mechanism, commencing indication, advantages and
disadvantages, comprehensive dimensions and finally the
cornerstone dimension of PR. It should be noted that
clinician must then administer the therapies on an asneeded basis. These therapies range from smoking
cessation, promotion of a healthy lifestyle, promoting
activity in the home setting, teaching self-management
strategies (especially early recognition and treatment of the
COPD exacerbation), recommending exercise, optimizing
bronchodilator and other pharmacologic therapies,
addressing nutritional depletion, and recognizing and
providing psychosocial support. Furthermore, although the
patients with COPD have several therapies as described
above, PR is higher concept and can be summarized in
different ways. Those completing PR have shown
measurable improvement in quality of life, symptoms,
exercise performance, depression and anxiety, and health
care utilization (10, 27). Other researches explained that
PR often leads to significant and clinically meaningful
improvements in outcome areas of importance to the
patient including relief of dyspnea, improvement in
exercise performance, and enhancement of functional
status and quality of life. These results have been
demonstrated in controlled trials (29, 30) and substantiated
by meta-analyses (17, 18, 31)., It can be concluded that the
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proven benefits of PR include increased exercise capacity,
reduced dyspnea, improved health-related quality of life,
and decreased healthcare utilization (13). For the
importance of the issue, the domains of PR are concisely
explained in the following.

about the trajectory and progression of COPD. The
patients wanted information, but some felt that discussing
issues such as living wills and end-of-life was
inappropriate in a group setting. The health professionals
also believed patients with COPD have a poor
understanding of the disease and agreed that information
about the disease and its progression should be given to
patients during their rehabilitation. There was a consensus
that information about end-of-life issues should be given
on an individual basis and that a group format was
inappropriate for that topic (16). Moreover, development
of such a component has been highlighted as an important
area for research. Considering the importance of the issue,
Key education topics and suggested content, and key
factors for the format and delivery of the educational
component of PR for patients with COPD are presented in
Table 3 (16).

4.1. Education and Collaborative Self-Management
Strategies
Education, which permeates all aspects of PR, should be
tailored to the needs of the individual. Important aspects of
education include promotion of a healthy lifestyle
(including incorporating exercise and activity into daily
life), early recognition and treatment of the COPD
exacerbation, and the importance of long-term adherence
to therapy. These elements are components of
collaborative self-management, which is of considerable
importance in the long-term management of COPD (13,
32-34) (Table 2).
There are evidence-based recommendations for the
exercise component, including the intensity, frequency,
and type of exercise necessary, but there is a limited
research with which to direct the content and delivery of
the education component. A lack of knowledge about
COPD was consistent across all patients, who were
generally dissatisfied with the amount of information they
were given when diagnosed as having COPD and during
their continuing care. They were unclear about the etiology
of COPD. The results of the extensive review of the
literature explain that patients and health professionals
were ambivalent about the amount of information given

4.2. Exercise Training
Although the researches' experiences of the study
indicate the psychological aspects and dimensions of the
PR is the cornerstone and most important of the PR
program, the review of the literature indicated exercise
training is the cornerstone of PR (8, 10-13). The literature
explained that the PR improves exercise tolerance in
patients with COPD independent of a direct effect on lung
function. This reflects its positive effects on the structural,
biochemical, and physiologic abnormalities in the
peripheral muscles of patients with COPD (8-11).

Table 1. Global Initiative for Obstructive Lung Disease Criteria (24)

Level of COPD
Mild (stage 1)

Criteria
FEV1 / FVC <70% predicted
FEV1 ≥80% predicted
With or without symptoms

Treatment
1. Short-acting bronchodilator

Moderate (stage 2)

FEV1 / FVC <70% predicted
FEV1 between 50% and 80%
predicted
With or without symptoms

1. Regular treatment with 1 or more bronchodilators;
Rehabilitation
2. Inhaled glucocorticosteroids if significant symptoms and
improved FEV1

Moderate (stage 3)

FEV1 / FVC <70% predicted
FEV1 between 30% and 50%
predicted
With or without symptoms

1. Regular treatment with 1 or more bronchodilators;
Rehabilitation
2. Inhaled glucocorticosteroids if significant symptoms and
improved FEV1 or if repeated exacerbations

Severe (stage 4)

FEV1 / FVC <70% predicted
FEV1 <30% predicted Or
presence of respiratory failure or
right heart failure

1. Regular treatment with 1 or more bronchodilators;
Rehabilitation
2. Inhaled glucocorticosteroids if significant symptoms and
improved FEV1, or if repeated exacerbations
3. Treatment of complications (osteoporosis, diabetes,
hypertension, pulmonary hypertension)
4. Long-term oxygen therapy (LTOT)
5. Consider surgical options such as transplantation or lungvolume reduction surgery
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Table 2. Key education topics and suggested content for PR in COPD population (16)

Key Education Topics
Disease education: “When you are first diagnosed they say
‘Oh yes, you’ve got COPD,’ but that’s the end of it, nobody
tells you or explains anything to you” (PR group, male,
moderate disease).
Management of breathlessness and the physical impact of
COPD: “. . . I can’t walk from the living room to the toilet
when I am having a bad day" (PR group, female, moderate
disease).
Management of an exacerbation: “I’m inclined to hold on
and say, ‘No. This is a cold and I’m going to get better" (PR
group, female, severe disease).

Suggested Content
Anatomy and pathophysiology of COPD, causes, disease
progression
Practical strategies for ADLs, walking, pacing, panic
reduction, energy
conservation, positions of ease, benefits of exercise, work
simplification
Recognition of worsening symptoms, when and where to seek
help, feedback about management decisions

Medication: “Nobody tells you how to take it [inhaler] or
when to take it”(PR group, male, moderate disease).

How, when, and why to use medications.
Potential medication interactions, contraindications, and
regime feasibility.
Cross-infection and equipment maintenance

Psychosocial support: “Depression is the biggest problem. It
is the worst, because if you were an active person all your life
and now you’re inactive, it’s hard to accept” (Non-PR group,
male, mild disease).

Management of psychosocial symptoms, including
management of depression, panic, anger, and frustration.
Information about, and benefit of, support groups.
Making lifestyle adjustments (such as, role reversal)

Welfare and benefits system: “I am horrified to hear that
people are not getting their allowances. . . . There are so many
things out there to help us but many of us don’t know about
them” (PR group, female, severe disease).

Information on and benefit of support groups.
Welfare and benefits system disability entitlements, access to
home aids and appliances

Table 3. Key Factors for the Format and Delivery of the Educational Component of Pulmonary Rehabilitation (16)

Suggested Format
Format and method of delivery: “If other people have the
same thing, I would like to know how they cope with it; it
might help me" (PR group, male, moderate disease).
Educator and delivery method: “I think the doctors would be
talking in talk we wouldn’t understand, using these words that
would mean nothing to us" (Mixed group, female, severe
disease).
Location: “I think it [pulmonary rehabilitation] should be
hospital-based because I think you are coming into an
environment that is very health conscious, you know, it is for
our benefit. If you went to a town hall or the gym you wouldn’t
have the same confidence" (PR group, female, moderate
disease).
Duration and frequency: “It would take you to get the first
one over [first education session] and then you would say that’s
been good, I could do with another few [education] sessions"
(Mixed group, male, severe disease).
Supplementary information: “You should have a leaflet
made for the disease with diagrams on the side. If you are short
of breath, what to do. Then as the stages go on and you know
you are going to get worse in later years. You know the
symptoms that you are looking for" (PR group, female,
moderate disease).
Long-term support:“I think if you went to the exercises
outside the clinic with people who haven’t got what you got, I
think it would make me feel I’m ill" (PR group, female, moderate

Suggested Delivery
Group format with peer support, practical demonstrations,
visual aids and models, consider education prior to exercise
session.
Offer a range of formats, including video, DVD, leaflet,
website.
Credible and knowledgeable individual, layman’s language.

Convenient, accessible, local, access for disabled, adequate
parking for cars.

Weekly or monthly, must be flexible.

Provide supplemental information to support delivery of the
educational topics during PR.
Provide additional information on topics not covered
(including end of life/living wills, airway clearance, sexual
relationships and intimacy, oxygen therapy, and others).
Arrange follow-up and provide appropriate opportunities for
ongoing exercise and social support

disease).
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Exercise reconditioning can improve the ability to
perform specific tasks and is the cornerstone of PR (12);
furthermore, the advantages of the exercise training in
patients with COPD can be summarized as several points
including: 1. A minimum of 20 sessions should be given
≥3 × per week to achieve physiologic benefits (two
supervised sessions per week plus one unsupervised home
session may also be acceptable); 2. High-intensity exercise
produces greater physiologic benefit and should be
encouraged (low-intensity training is effective for those
who cannot achieve this level); 3. Interval training may be
useful in promoting higher levels of exercise training in
more symptomatic patients; 4. Both upper and lower
extremity training should be used; 5. The combination of
strength and endurance training has multiple beneficial
effects and is well tolerated; and 6. Strength training is
particularly indicated for patients with significant muscle
atrophy or weakness (13). In this regard, an American
College of Chest Physicians and American Association of
Cardiovascular and Pulmonary Rehabilitation consensus
group recently reported that patients with COPD who
undergo a program of lower extremity exercise training
consistently improve parameters of exercise tolerance.
Several studies have also reported significantly greater
improvements in endurance for COPD patients by highintensity rather than low-intensity exercise (12).
4.3. Psychosocial Intervention
Nearly forty-five percent of patients with moderate to
severe COPD have depressive symptoms (35). Patients
asserted that COPD had a considerable psychosocial
impact on their lives (36). They consistently reported
experiencing depression and frustration associated with
their chronic illness, and they also described panic, anger,
social isolation, and a loss in confidence that had affected
their ADLs (13, 16). Additionally, anxiety over dyspnea
producing activities may promote a maladaptive sedentary
lifestyle. Patients appeared to have previously had
stereotypically gender roles within their households and
found it difficult to adjust to role reversal because of
COPD. Female patients reported having difficulty doing
housework and described how their partners had to learn
how to cook; similarly, male patients described difficulties
with gardening, household maintenance, and washing their
cars (29). Also, the lack of access to a clinical psychologist
was a barrier to providing expert psychosocial support for
patients. Additionally, the health professionals agreed that
information about intimate relationships is important but
that the topic is not suitable for group discussion (16).
Furthermore, developing an adequate social support
system, learning stress reduction techniques including
muscle relaxation, imagery, yoga, and addressing specific
problems including sexual intimacy, partner/spousal
International Journal of Medical Reviews, Volume 2, Issue 2, Spring 2015

dependency are addressed in PR (10, 11). Established on
the mentioned matters, the first step for applicability of the
PR program in patients with COPD is availability of the
psychological support and cohesive and consistent related
program to patients have enough preparedness for
effective participation in the other programs. In other
words, the first step of the patients with COPD is
providing effective psychological and psychiatric
consultation and support that be along with effective and
comprehensive educations in different aspects of the
patient's needs. It may be concluded the psychological and
psychiatric consultation and support along with PR can be
easier and faster than other times and professional team
members can run the programs in higher level for the
patients.
4.4. Nutritional Intervention
About a third of patients with moderate to severe COPD
also suffer from involuntary weight loss and muscle
wasting. Underweight patients with COPD have a worse
prognosis, independent of other severity markers for
COPD (11). Treatment of nutritional depletion and body
composition abnormalities requires interventions in the
form of caloric, physiologic, and/or pharmacologic therapy
(13). Nowadays, pulmonary therapy is applied beside
others because combining PR with other forms of COPD
therapy may enhance the overall outcome (13). For
instance, higher intensity training and bronchodilator
therapy are complementary and also optimization of
bronchodilator therapy enhances the effectiveness of PR
and exercise training adds to the gains from bronchodilator
therapy (37). Oxygen therapy is another supplementary
therapy for patients with COPD due to Oxygen
supplementation -even for patients with COPD without
significant exercise-induced hypoxemia- and also
enhances outcomes from exercise training (38, 39).

5. Conclusion
PR includes of exercise training, education, nutritional
intervention, support in self-management behaviors, and
psychosocial support. Although a large amount of the
literature indicates the cornerstone and most important
component of the PR is exercise training, in-depth
researchers' experiences from working with patients with
COPD demonstrated that the cornerstone and most
important component of PR is psychological support.
From one side it is a prelude to effective education and
from other side has a significant role for applicability of
given and provided education. Furthermore, as an overall,
and as a result's extract of the study, psychological
support in the patients with COPD is the first dimension of
the PR and in the other dimensions of the PR, the
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education, support in self-management behaviors and
nutritional intervention are placed, respectively.

13.
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